
 THROW BAG BELT
USER MANUAL



The Throw Bag Belt is used to attach Throw Bags to a Force 6 PFD. It can be used 
for all Force 6 Throw Bags.
It can be used for these Force 6 PFD models:
 - Rescue Ops

*It cannot be used on older models - Manufactured before August 2020, as the 
older models do not have the required attachment loops.
 
This set contains 5 pieces:
A - 1 belt
B - 2 cam buckles with snap attachments
C - 2 MOLLE attachment straps

A

B

C

Note: The MOLLE attachment (C) straps are not required for the RescueTec and 
Rescuer 3 PFDs because they have webbing loops sewn in for this purpose. The 
MOLLE attachment straps are required for the Rescue Ops PFD and can be used 
anywhere on the MOLLE.



ATTACH BELT AT BACK

1 - Locate loop at center bottom of PFD back.

2 - Thread belt through loop at center back as shown below, and secure in place 
with the Pull-the-DOT™ snap.

Pull-the-DOT® snaps: These are heavy-duty, one-way fasteners which withstand 
extreme pressure from three sides without unlocking.

*These snaps open and close in one direction only. 

To open : Find the “DOT”, and lift the snap from the side that has the “DOT”
To close : Angle snap (tang on stud first) then rock from the bottom (tang side, 
opposite side of the dot) to the top of the snap (DOT side).

Do not push straight down.

Locate “DOT”
Pull from this side

Tang

Snap bottom

Tang

Thread Belt through  

Attachment Loop



ATTACH CAM BUCKLES TO FRONT

The attachment loops are sewn on for this attachment. You can choose between 
center attachment and side attachment.

CENTER ATTACHMENT

SIDE ATTACHMENT

*NOTE Attachment loops are 
behind MOLLE panels.

*Pull-the-DOT® snaps are again used, so they must be aligned when opening and 
closing.



ATTACHING CAM BUCKLES TO THE RESCUE OPS PFD

Because the Rescue Ops does note have sewn in loops, and extra step is required. 
This uses the small attachment loops on the MOLLE of the front pocket. The loops 

can be located anywhere - centered or on the outer sides of the pockets.

Centered

Outer Sides

Use MOLLE attachment straps, and 
snap together behind MOLLE panels.



ATTACHING CAM BUCKLES TO THE RESCUE OPS PFD - CONTINUED

Attach Cam Buckles as per the RescueTec and Rescuer 3

TRIMMING BELT

After threading Throw Bags, thread the belt through the cam buckle and close.

If the belt is too long, it can be cut with scissors. Remember to melt the edge 
to prevent fraying.



VISIT FORCE6.COM TO SEE 
OTHER AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES
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LEG LOOPS
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TALL POCKET

SMALL POCKET

DELUXE RUBBER EXTRICATION HANDLE

WEBBING EXTRICATION HANDLE
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